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Abstract 

A mathematical model ls denved to compute the output of a planar 
Hall transducer (PHT) with overlappmg voltage contacts at arbitrary pow 
tlons and of arbitrary snes. The model 1s based on the fmlte difference 
representation of the integral equation #Jan ds = 0 In order to venfy the 
model, the output of five PHTs with varying overlap sues I measured m 
homogeneous and mhomogeneous fields The computed results prove to 
be m good agreement unth the expenmental ones The model 1s used to 
predict the effect of overlappmg contacts on the output and resolution 
for several transducer conflguratlons. The results are aven m a number of 
diagrams It 1s shown that a PHT with lower contacts (at the medium side) 
can be advantageous with respect to a biased (barber-pole) magnetoreslstlve 
(MR) head havmg the same size. 

Introduction 

Normal and planar Hall transducers can be used to detect magnetic 
fields produced by recording heads or media. In the recent past, some 
authors published methods to compute the output, for mstance for a cross- 
shaped normal Hall transducer [l] and for a hypothetical pomtcontacted 
one-sided planar Hall transducer [2]. A cross-shaped PHT or a PHT havmg 
bulge contacts may show a degraded performance because of possible 
domam nucleation. As a consequence, a PHT must have well-defmed edges 
and ‘overlappmg’ voltage contacts (FM. 1) In order to compute the effect 
on the output of these overlappmg contacts a new model 1s necessary. In 
addition, such a model can provide an insight mto the ments of a PHT with 
lower voltage contact(s) of practrcal dunenwons, for It 1s known that such 
a conflguratlon (pomtcontacted) can e;lve a higher output than an MR-head 
of the same size [ 21. In this paper we concentrate on the one-sided PHT, 
although the model 1s also applicable to the conventional configuration. 

*Based on a Paper presented at Solid-State Transducers 83, Delft, The Netherlands, 
May 31 -June 3,1983 
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Medwm side 
Fig 1 One-sxded PHT with several kinds of voltage contacts A overlappmg upper 
contact, 3 overlappmg lower contact, C bulge contact, D point contact, * drrectlon 
of mltlal M,, + dlrectlon of the current 

In the next section a description of the mathematical model 1s aven, 
which IS generally apphcable Next, the experimental verlflcatlon 1s described 
and fmally the results are presented m a number of diagrams 

Mathematical model of the planar Hall transducer 

In this description of the model we consider a conflguratlon with only 
one Hall voltage contact Such a conflguratlon may be part of the one-sided 
dual sensor suggested by Flultman or may be used m the ways depicted in 
Fig 2 (‘smgle’ one-sided PHT) In these sltuatlons the disturbing MR compo- 
nent 1s neutralized and only m the latter (voltage-dmven mode) situation is 
there a constant zero-field offset The voltage-dnven mode 1s used in the 
computations because of better correspondence with the integral equation 
mentioned above, as ml1 be shown below The change of the current by 
the MR effect 1s only a few per cent 

We consider the stmpe axis as the X-axes and the width duectlon as the 
y-axis The ferromagnek resistance anlsotropy can be expressed with [3] 

E=pJ or J = oE (1) 

m which p and (T are tensors In many apphcatlons the magnetxzatlon m the 
stripe 1s mhomogeneous (demagnetlzmg effects, mhomogeneous fields) m 
the y-dlrectlon, thus o IS a function of y and has to be calculated first [4] 

Fig 2 ‘Single’ oneslded PHT and response m a homogeneous field, two posslbllltles 
are presented to neutralize the MR voltage 
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Figure 3 shows the rectangular permalloy stripe with two dnve voltage 
leads and one overlappmg Hall contact In order to solve the problem, 
the stnpe LS represented by a matnx of node-pomts We define the Hall 
voltage on the node-points as the difference between the potentials w&h the 
magnetic field on and off, The distance between the node-pomts m the 
honzontal and vertical dlrectlons can be arbltranly chosen Further, we 
know that 

E=-_VU 

and 
(2) 

V*J=O (3) 
Expression (3) IS the contmulty equation used by many authors to solve 
sumlar problems by denvmg the different& equation Another approach 1s 
to use the integral form of eqn. (3) that IS derived by using Gauss’s theorem 
$Jmnds=Oj $uVu*nds = 0 (4) 
We apply eqn (4) to contours around every node-point, except the ones 
that are part of the overlappmg contact (see A, B, C and D m Fig. 3) We 
also apply eqn (4) to the contour around all of the overlap node-points 
(see E m Fig. 3). There are special boundary condltlons for the node-points 
at the edges a Neumann condltlon for the upper and lower edges (B), and 
a Dmchlet condltlon for the left and nght edges (C) Both condltlons apply 
to node-pomts m the corner (D) We calculate #UP u*n ds by defmmg the 
potential function u m every triangle by means of the potentials on the 
angular pomts (see A m Fig. 3) In this way we get a number of finite differ- 
ence equatrons that can be solved dvectly v&h the help of a computer, 
together with the set of equations that follow from the fact that all overlap 
node-pomts have an equal potential (m matnx form* Au = b) With the 
calculated potentials u it 1s possible to compute the current JX (eqns (1) and 
(2)) m order to normalize the output mth respect to the current of a PHT 
w?thout overlap (an overlapping contact decreases the resistance and as a 
result mcreases J, ) 

r ----f--_- 1 

1 Volt 
- 

0 
- 

Volt 
-0 

Fig 3 A PHT represented by a matrur of node-pomts (see text) 
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Venfmatlon of the model 

In order to venfy the model, the response of five one-sided PHTs of 
vmous configurations 1s measured m homogeneous fields induced by a psur 
of Helmholtz coils and m mhomogeneous fields induced by a current con- 
ductor The PHTs consisted of a vacuum-evaporated permalloy stnpe having 
length I = 11 mm, urldth zu = 2 mm and thickness t = 50 nm The mtrmslc 
properties such as magnetoreslstance Ap/p and anrsotropy field HK of the 
permalloy stnpe are measured by standard techmques The various conflg- 
uratlons are defined by the alummlum contacts (thickness t = 1 pm) Four 
PHTs have a sensor length 1 = 0 8 mm of which the overlap depths vary from 
0.1 to 1.5 mm. Because of the large value of w/l (= 2 5) the Hall voltage 
IS built up mainly at the edges [ 3 1, so a very large degree of dlscretlzatlon 
(m the width) IS necessary to obtam good accuracy W&h the chosen degree 
of dlscretlzatlon (210 node-points) there s still a reasonable agreement 
between the computed results and the expenmental ones In order to obtam 
a better accuracy with the same number of node-pomts, a PHT 1s taken 
with a smaller value of w/l = 1 The computed and measured results are 
depicted m Fig 4 In both cases a small bias field (40 A/m) m the x-dlrectlon 
IS used to obtam a smgle-domam sltuatlon The computed values m the 
homogeneous field (Fig 4(a)) are m excellent agreement with the measured 
data wrthout any ‘flttmg’, z e , by using the measured mtrmslc values of 
AP/P and HK In order to measure the response m an mhomogeneous field, 
the PHT is moved from 2 mm to the left to 2 mm to the right of a current 
conductor, keepmg distance d constant (Fig 4(b), Inset) It 1s easily derived 
that HY = I/[ 27r(y* + d*)j, so the form and strength of the mhomogeneous 
field will change along this tralectory, bemg a good test case of the accuracy 
of the model The computed results are m good agreement mth the expen- 
mental ones, although a little flttmg was necessary for the absolute posltlon 
y, as a consequence of the expenmental procedure In general, the computed 
values are too low, which can be partly ascribed to the chosen degree of dls- 
cretizatlon Other possible omgms of the devlatlons are (1) the small fields 
used because of the high sensltlvlty of the planar Hall-effect, so disturbing 

- measured response 

300- 0*0 computed voIucs 
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Frg 4 (a) Response of a PHT m a homogeneous field [J, = 2 x 10’ A/m’, Ap = 0 6 pa 
cm] (b) Response of a PHT m a field induced by a current conductor (see mset) 
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fields (such as the earth’s magnetic field) can have a relatively large mflu- 
ence, (u) the uncertainty of the mtrmslc properties and the thickness of 
the permalloy film and (m) the expervnental procedure m the case of the 
mbomogeneous field venflcatlon, urlth the low accuracy m posltlon y and 
distance d 

A final venflcatlon IS the comparison of the values for the form factor 
F vvlth those m the literature on normal Hall transducers [5] The results 
appear to be m excellent agreement. 

Results 

The computer sunulatlon 1s used to predict the effect of the size of 
the overlapping upper and lower voltage contacts on the output. The defl- 
mtlon of the size of an overlap IS depicted m Fig 5 In the followmg calcula- 
tlons either I or w ls kept constant, so the resulfs are not apphcable for all 
lengths and widths (particularly, because of demagnetizing effects), but 
the general tendencies contam important mformatlon. Figure 6 aves the 
effect of overlap urldenmg on the output for several values of r.u/Z There 1s 
not much difference between homogeneous and mhomogeneous fields for 

Fig 5 Definkon of width and depth of upper and lower overlappmg voltage contacts 
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Fig 6 Effect of overlap width b on the output for several w/l V, IS the planar Hall 
voltage of a pomt-contacted PHT [t = 50 nm, w = 40 I_tm, d/w = 0 11 
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both upper and lower contacts Figure 7 grves the effect of mcreasmg overlap 
depth d for several w/l and field forms Normally the output decreases for 
upper overlaps, the effects becoming smaller m more mhomogeneous fields 
In the case of a strong mhomogeneous field and large w/l, the effect can be 
posltlve, however, this 1s an extreme example The effect 1s always negative 
for lower overlaps (as expected) and becomes stronger with smaller field 
mhomogenelty c and higher w/l In Fig 7(d) one can see the output decrease 
as a function of the mhomogenelty. Together wrth Fig 7 (a) - (c), the output 
can be calculated for many conflguratlons knowmg the output of a pomt- 
contacted PHT rn a homogeneous field [ 21 For instance, it can be con- 
cluded from this reference that a PHT with lower overlapping contacts can 
@ve an even higher output than an ldentlcally sized MR-head m an mhomo- 
geneous field The output 1s also computed for PHTs with varymg widths 
(40, 80, 160 pm), while the distance between upper overlap and lower edge 
1s kept constant (w - d = 40 pm) It appears that the PHT with the smallest 
urldth and minimal overlap depth has the highest (maximum) output and 
also the highest sensltlvlty, m spite of the higher form amsotropy tMJw, 
m both homogeneous and mhomogeneous fields 
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Fig 7 (a, b, c) Effect of overlap depth (d upper, d lower) on the output for several 
w/l and field forms H = Ho exp(- y/cw) Et = 50 nm, w = 100 pm, b/Z = 0 21 (d) Output 
as a function of field mhomogenelty c for several w/E 
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Fmally, the resolution of four PHT confquratlons 1s computed for 
w = 10, 20 and 40 pm on the basis of the response to a lme charge field [61 
The relevant component of such a field 1s H,(y, z) = Qy/(y2 + z2) The 
magnitude Q 1s chosen such that the PHT 1s driven m the lmear reson The 
height y = h IS kept constant at 1 pm for all Mdths The four types of 
conflguratlon are depicted m Fig 8(c) Fig 8(a) shows the half amplitude 
mdth I&, as a function of the PHT width w As expected, the resolution 
mcreases Mth decreasing width and mcreasmg overlap depth, but of course 
the output decreases (Fig 8(b)) A PHT with small lower contacts IS favour- 
able vvlth respect to resolution and output The porn&contacted two-sided 
PHT (type I) IS depicted because of the verified fact that it has the same 
resolution as an MR-head mth the same width 
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Fig 8 Resolution and output m a lme charge field for several PI-IT conflguratlons as a 
function of width w The output IS normahzed on type I with w = 10 pm [t = 50 nm, 
2 = 40 pm, h = 1 pm] I point contacts two-sided (hypothetical case), II small upper 
contact, a d = 0 pm (hypothetical case), b d = 2 pm (practical case), III small lower 
contact, a d = 0 pm, b d = 2 pm, IV upper overlap depth d = 0 5 w - practical, 
- - - hypothetical 

Conclusions 

The results of the mathematical model of a PHT unth overlappmg 
voltage contacts presented above are m good agreement unth the results 
measured for five &fferent PHTs m homogeneous and mhomogeneous 
fields The computed form factor 1s m excellent agreement with values in 
the hterature concemrng the normal Hall-effect This makes it possible to 
predict properties such as (maxunum) output and resolution of PHTs of 
arbitrary conflguratlon (w/Z, size of overlappmg upper or lower voltage 
contact(s)) Generally an overlappmg voltage contact lowers the output 
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urlth respect to a pomt-contact at the edge The depth of the overlapping 
contact has a larger influence than the width If upper voltage contacts are 
chosen (for mstance, because of a simpler technological procedure), a PHT 
can have contacts of reasonable size mthout losmg too much output A PHT 
mth mammal-sized lower overlappmg contacts can have a higher output and 
better resolution than an identically sized MR-head m strong mhomogeneous 
fields such as those induced by thin recordmg media The resolution of a 
PHT with mmimal-sized upper overlappmg contacts 1s always lower than 
that of an MR-head Thus rf one has the technologzal posslblhty to make 
a PHT with lower contacts (an lsolatmg layer T;vlth contact holes 1s requrred), 
this can be a good alternative to the (barber-pole) MR-head as far as output 
and resolution are concerned 
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